
Plane and Parallel Projections
Mies Van Der Rohe, Plan for a Brick Country House (1924)



Plane projections in architecture include plans, sections, and elevations.  Each of 
these drawings are constructed by projecting points from the building directly to a 
picture plane parallel to the surface you are representing, whether that surface is 
vertical (section and elevation) or horizontal (plan).  Plane projections are an 
abstract representation of the building that allow for scaled dimensioning of the 
building.



Glass Box Approach



Unfold the box



Set of 2D drawings the describe the 3D object



Third-Angle Projection



Moving the Picture (Cutting) Plane



Elevations: The picture plane is positioned parallel to the building to be described, with 
elements beyond the picture plane represented as light lines.





Plan: The picture plane cuts horizontally through the structure at the 900mm datum. Elements
that are cut by the picture plane are represented in a heavy line weight, while elements below
the picture plane are represented as light lines





Section: The picture plane cuts vertically through the structure at the chosen location.  
Elements that are cut by the picture plane are represented in a heavy line weight, while 
elements beyond the picture plane are represented as light lines.





Mies Van Der Rohe Farsnworth House (1950)



Mies Van Der Rohe Farsnworth House (1950)



Mies Van Der Rohe Farsnworth House (1950)



Mies Van Der Rohe Farsnworth House (1950)



Mies Van Der Rohe Farsnworth House (1950)



Mies Van Der Rohe Farsnworth House (1950)



Axonometric Drawings



Parallel projections in architecture include axonometric and isometric drawings.  
Axonometric drawings are constructed by projecting points from the building’s 
plan vertically based on their true vertical dimension. Parallel projections are an 
abstract representation of the building that allow for scaled dimensioning of the 
building.  In an axonometric drawing, the plan can be rotated and positioned to 
best suit the view that is being explored.



Steps to Making an Axonometric Drawing
http://www.ucl.ac.uk/drawing-gym/wp-content/uploads/2013/09/UCLDG_Axo3.1.pdf



Axonometric Drawing: The delineation of the building is generated by vertically 
projecting the true height dimensions from points originating from the plan.

http://cdn.archinect.net/images/1200x/63/633hzot3apqixp39.jpg



Three Types of Axonometric Drawings
http://www.tech.plymouth.ac.uk/dmme/cad/design/Axonometric.html



Isometric Scale
http://image.slidesharecdn.com/isometric-150316095202-conversion-gate01/95/isometric-4-638.jpg?cb=1426499621



Axonometric Drawing: Movie Link
http://www.ucl.ac.uk/drawing-gym/video/film-3-

axonometric-drawing/

http://www.ucl.ac.uk/drawing-gym/video/film-3-axonometric-drawing/


Line Weights and Line Types



Construction Lines (6H-4H, ~0.05mm - 0.1mm / 0.18 - 0.25 pt)
The initial lines of the drawing that help to lay out the drawing on the page and create the basic geometry and guides for the rest of 
the drawing. These lines are to be drawn very lightly - dark enough for you to see while drawing, but delicate enough to be easily 
erased later. Though these lines are typically erased for construction documents, they can be kept in presentation drawings to aid in 
representing an architectural concept and add visual interest.

Light Lines (4H-2H, ~0.10mm / 0.3 - 0.4 pt)
Action lines (such as door swings), information lines (such as dimension lines and section lines), overhead lines, and fill patterns are 
all drawn with light lines. Though these are light lines, it's important to remember that these are still intended to be visible - do not 
confuse "light" with "hard to see.“

Medium Lines (F-H, ~0.2mm / 0.5 - 0.6 pt)
Secondary objects such as doors, furniture, cabinets, and other non structural architectural features are drawn in a medium weight.

Bold Lines (HB-B, ~0.3mm-0.4mm / 0.7 - 1 pt)
Outermost boundaries of objects, or those "silhouette lines" that border empty space or separate the figure of the depicted object 
from the ground, in orthographic views or in axonometric drawings.

Cut Lines (B+, 0.4mm and above / 1 pt and above)
Objects that are being cut through by the sectional plane, typically Walls, columns, and other structural and non-structural objects.

http://studiomaven.org/index.php%3Ftitle%3DTool:Part_306409

Line Weights



Line Types
http://studiomaven.org/index.php%3Ftitle%3DTool:Part_306409



Josef Albers Structural Constellation
http://studiomaven.org/images/7/7d/Albers_Structural_Constellation_1.jpg
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